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In Autumn 1994 the Bayerische Dachziegelwerke Bogen
GmbH awarded the contract to the companies Händle
(shaping) and Lingl (the entire plant following the shaping
section) for the construction of the second standard
roofing tile works at the Bogen site after intensive investigations and comparing tests. Criteria determining the
planning were productive efficiency and flexibility in the
plants (originally the manufacture of pressed clay roofing
tiles and plain roofing tiles was planned) as well as the
overall costs.
This resulted in the creation of a highly flexible and
efficient low cost plant.
The capacity of the first construction phase, which was
put into operation in Summer 1995, amounts to just
under 10 million pressed clay roofing tiles per year. Right
from the start, however, a doubling of the capacity was
planned. Basically the second construction phase comprises the expansion of the dryer capacity to 12 double
chambers and a second identical DrySeal tunnel kiln.
This should be completed by Autumn 1996.
The additional capacity of the new Plant 3 will then
amount to 19.7 million pressed clay roofing tiles per year,
limited by the working time in the production, and boost
the total annual capacity to almost 40 million pressed clay
roofing tiles.

The new Plant 3 for pressed roofing
tiles
The Händle shaping plant for standard roofing
tiles consists of a box feeder, circular screen
feeder, combined de-airing extrusion machine,
clay bat feed, three-field revolver press NOVA
and waste recycling.

Clay bat shaping plant
The box feeder BKN 1206b with a total buffer
volume of 30 m3 primarily serves as a raw
material buffer. Via two belt conveyors, one
of which is fitted with a metal detector, the
discharged raw material including the recycled
pressing waste is supplied to a circular screen

As a result of this control possibility and the
adaptation of the speeds to the respective
throughput or the respective roofing tile model,
optimum operating conditions are achieved
which allow constant operation without performance peaks and disorders. The succeeding
revolver press controls the clay bat unit and
the circular screen feeder via an analogue
regulation system.

Clay bat feed
The triple column emerging side by side from
the clay bat extruder is cut exactly to length
with knives. This cutter fitted with knives avoids
the occurrence of ”cutting crumbs”; downtimes
due to wire breakages are ruled out.
Initially the clay bats are buffered in a magazine
station. The even occupation of the station is
monitored via light barriers and if necessary
the fine regulation of the speeds of the clay bat
shaping plant is initiated.
An accumulating roller conveyor ensures that
the buffer remains constantly filled. A highspeed aligning belt positions the clay bats and
feeds them via a roller conveyor to the three
three-section supply belts. The first of these
serves as a marshalling belt, the second as an
aligning belt for lateral positioning and the
third, controlled by two light barriers, as a
frequency-controlled insertion belt for the
direct feeding of the clay bats onto the lower
working moulds of the three-field revolver
press.

Preparation plant
The central preparation plant for loam and clay now consists of
• a semi-wet preparation section for loam (Händle)
• a wet preparation plant for clay containing fossil
wood (AKW)
• a dosing and mixing plant for the batch composition of
the mass (Händle) and
• a cross-dredging ageing house.
From here, the shaping sections of Plant 1, 2 and 3 are
supplied where the material is fed alternately to a buffer
and dosing box feeder each for the shaping plants.

feeder BRSH 19b where the two materials are
thoroughly mixed.
The combined de-airing extrusion machine
PZVMG 56c/50/920c is supplied from the
circular screen feeder via two belt conveyors.
It comprises a de-airing double-shaft mixer and
a worm extruder Futura 56c/50 with a cylinder
diameter of 500 mm.
The worm extruder with a specially adapted
worm pitch has an extrusion cylinder with an
Optima concrete reinforcement. The circular
screen feeder, de-airing double shaft mixer and
worm extruder are equipped with infinitely
variable, frequency modulated drive motors.
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Standard roofing tile production

Mould change manipulator

Controls

With the NOVA III, Type PDR 1217a, a new generation of
roofing tile revolver presses is on the market. Responsible
for this is the concept - away from the eccentric press with a mechanical (as in Bogen) or hydraulic pressure
generating system and the pressure transmission system by
means of multiple toggle levers.
One of the essential features of the NOVA is the possibility
of varying the pressing curve at will in order to achieve an
optimum pressing related specifically to the raw material
and the roofing tile model.
While in the case of an eccentric press the pressing curve
is determined invariably by the geometry of the cam, and
only the time in which this curve is run through can be
changed, the path is also variable in the case of the NOVA
by means of free programming of the support points of
the pressing curve. This is made possible by a combination
of electromechanical drive and threaded roller screw
gearing.
The entire construction allows a uniform pressure distribution of the pressing power of 300 t and therefore maximum
pressures on the moulds. Exact pressing and accurately
shaped roofing tiles are the result.

In order to reduce mould changing times to a
minimum, the NOVA in Bogen is equipped
with a fully automatically operating mould
change manipulator. After 1500-2000 pressings,
three upper moulds and three lower moulds
are replaced simultaneously within 3 minutes
and 20 seconds. The newly pressed out moulds
are placed in readiness next to the press in an
elevating platform with spindle lifting element.

The controls of the NOVA have a visualization
system which provides clear, well arranged information on the mode of operation and operating status as well as all relevant operational
parameters. The automatic logging of all measured values, operational interventions, faults
etc. allows for up to three months to reconstruct
what happend with each individual tile; an
important prerequisite with regard to ISO 9000.

In Bogen the NOVA works with gypsum moulds, but is
suitable for all available mould materials and also for
closed moulds. It carries out approx. 19.5 strokes/min.,
which results in a maximum production rate of 3510
units/hour.
The automatic green ware take-off is coupled mechanically with the crosswheel/cylinder drive. In order to be able
to guarantee a vertical motion of the suction head relative
to the lower working moulds as well as to the frame track,
the green ware take-off system is compulsory. Hardened
curved tracks and prestressed rollers guarantee an exact
and gentle control of the take-off system during the takeoff cycles.
The suction heads are run together pneumatically. The
green roofing tiles taken off with the help of the suction
heads are placed directly on the drying supports formed
as bearing frames.
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Handling - ”wet side”

Handling - "dry side"

With a cycle output of up to 22 strokes per minute, three
groups of three green roofing tiles each are placed by the
Händle three-field press onto the drying frames, which are
carried past the press in such a way that with a few additions, plain roofing tiles can also be manufactured on this
line. The drying frames are therefore collected subsequently in a lifting frame, of which the number of racks exceeds
that of the dryer cars to the extent that up to 10 drying
supports can be stored.
The dryer cars are marshalled for loading and unloading
on three track connections (1 changeover track) in the
area of the loading rack which serves the wet and dry side
alternately. The distribution of the dryer cars into the drying chambers is carried out with the program controlled
transfer car. When pushed into the drying chambers, the
dryer cars are locked together and are unlocked when they
are taken out, so that no further transport equipment is
necessary in the chambers. With a door lift-out device installed on the transfer car, the chamber doors are moved
aside automatically.

After drying, the rows of frames are taken out
of the dryer cars using the loading rack and
placed in the lowering frame which can also
hold 10 frames more than the dryer car load.
Integrated in the return transport system for
drying supports are a store for 180 supports
and a turning device in which the frames are
turned through 180° (for plain roofing tiles) or
360° and thus cleaned.
The dried roofing tiles are transferred with a
clearing gripper onto a transport conveyor
leading to the engobing section. Engobing is
carried out provisionally by pouring.

Chamber dryer
The chamber dryer is dimensioned for a drying time of
about 20 hours and is built with altogether 12 double
chambers in prefabricated construction. Ventilation is carried out by four rotary fans per double chamber, which
are directly heated with two burners each; however the
major part of the heat requirement for the dryer is covered
by the tunnel kiln. The material has 6% drying shrinkage
and a mixing water content of about 19%, but is relatively
good to dry.
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Subsequently the roofing tiles are redried in a
drying channel which overlaps the transport
conveyor, so that no damages occur when the
engobed tiles are taken off at the setting station.
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Before the setting station the roofing tiles are
distributed by means of a special belt switch
onto two marshalling lines and grouped there
with stoppers which engage from below.
Two by nine roofing tiles are placed onto the
Refral H-setters which are collected three or
four setters high before being transferred onto
the kiln car.
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Shaping plant (HÄNDLE)
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Box feeder BKN 1206b, 30 m capacity
Circular screen feeder BRSH 19b
Extruded roofing tile press (planned)
Automatic plain roofing tile punching unit with setting device (LINGL)
Deairing extruder PZVMG 56c/50/920c and cutter for clay bats
Clay bat feeding and buffering unit
Dryinf support feed with turning device (LINGL)
Clay roofing tile revolver press NOVA III with mould change manipulator

Wet and dry side, chamber dryer (LINGL)
9 Dryer car loading and unloading
10 Transfer car for automatic chamber loading and door operation
11 Chamber dryer: 12 double chambers with internal heating (6.25/13.50 m)
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12 Clearing grippers for dried pressed roofing tiles or plain
roofing tiles
13 Drying support storage (180 pcs)
14 Roofing tile engobing unit and drying section
15 Kompressor plant, switch room, social rooms etc.

20 Preheater for five cars
21 DrySeal tunnel kiln with locks, 93 m long, firing channel
3.40 m wide, 11 setters high

Sorting, pack forming, packaging (LINGL)
Setting/unloading station, tunnel kiln (LINGL)
16
17
18
19

H-setter storage unit
H-setter loading and unloading
Kiln car loading and unloading
Control station with process computer controls for
chamber dryer, DrySeal tunnel kiln and kiln car
transport system

22 Clay roofing tile sorting
23 Small pack stacking, strapping, rotary/turnover gripper
24 Layer forming and pack forming with intermediate
cardboard
25 Transport pallet feed
26 Pack strapping
27 Automatic shrink film hooding unit
28 Pack storage with roller elevating platform in 2 levels
29 Fluorine absorption plant, chimney
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DrySeal tunnel kiln
The kiln cars with a Burton kiln car system with hard
chamotte deck have a low mass and are easy-care because
of the hard covering. Initially they pass through a preheater with two recirculation zones and enter the tunnel kiln
with a temperature of about 100 °C.
The outer skin of the Lingl steel casing kiln is composed
of airtight bolted panels and a thin hard chamotte inner
shell; the insulation consists of cast insulating masses and
fibres.
The kiln is essentially fired from below; in the area of the
firing zone it is fired below and above the setting.
The undercar cooling of the DrySeal kiln is carried out
indirectly. From entrance to exit, the passage time through
the kiln is about 12 hours.
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Plant controls
For the control of the machines, transport systems, dryer
and kiln, Lingl uses highly flexible process computers with
local peripheral equipment. The works network is realized
by process data highway.
The hardware comprises Simatic S5-155U, visualization
system DIMOS X5 and plug-in PC 486.
The Lingl software for control of the dryer and kiln includes air volume regulation, machine operating data visualization system, kiln car tracking and production logging.
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Unloading, sorting, pack-forming
After firing, the kiln cars are unloaded with a transfer
gripper, the H-setters are marshalled into singles and the
roofing tiles are passed on for quality testing and packforming.
After bundling and grouping the small packs, protective
cardboard is inserted vertically and horizontally in an
automatic sequence during the layer formation and
stacking of the shipping packs.
The roofing tile packs can be strapped and packed with
shrink film hoods. With a roller elevating platform they
are then marshalled in a two-level buffer rack on the outer
wall of the hall.
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Technical Data
Standard roofing tile works for the manufacture
of pressed or extruded clay roofing tiles
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Production capacity in the 2nd expansion phase:
19.7 million pressed roofing tiles per year
Working time: 6 shifts/week, 12 hours/shift
Lingl chamber dryer with internal heating
Air recirculation by rotary fans
12 double chambers for 8 cars each
Drying shrinkage 6 %
Drying time 20 hours
Lingl DrySeal tunnel kiln 1 and 2
Preheater for 5 kiln cars
Kiln length with locks: 93 m
Firing channel: 3.4 m wide, 11 setters high
Passage time through kiln: 12 hours
Plant controls with local peripheral equipment.
Works network by process data highway.
Simatic S5-155U, visualization system
DIMOS X5, plug-in PC 486.
Lingl-Software for air volume regulation,
machine operating data visualization system,
kiln car tracking and production logging etc.
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Hans Lingl Anlagenbau und Verfahrenstechnik
GmbH & Co. KG
A.-Berblinger-Straße 6 · D- 89231 Neu-Ulm
Postfach 16 29 · D- 89206 Neu-Ulm
Telefon +49 (0)7 31 97 51-0 · Telefax -210
http://www.lingl.com · e-mail: lingl@lingl.com

